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Tech Avion Trading Guide!!! 

 

Description 

Tech Avion is one of the newest trading methods which has seen many traders rise to the 

top of the transfer profit tables in FIFA 18. This method has been headed by the French 

trading community, with many of them making hundreds of thousands of coins profit per 

day! The basic concept of the method is the buy a card during rewards or weekend sell off, 

when they have taken a slight dip in price, apply 99 contracts, 99 fitness and a 200 coin 

chemistry style if the card doesn’t already have one. Then relist the card for a higher making 

a few thousand coin profit after tax.  

Detailed Analysis  

From a basic understanding you might think why it is worth all this effort for a couple 

thousand coin profit. The answer is because you do this with lots of cards at the same time. 

Not the same card, a mixture of special cards and players which have a demand, but we will 

go into detail later about what cards are best used! In FIFA 18 consumables are much 

cheaper than ever before due to the rise in SBC’s. A lot more packs are being opening 

causing the prices to squad fitness, chemistry styles and contracts to be very low and these 

are only going to get lower in value once Team of the Year drops shortly. Most people have 

a stock pile of consumables in their club which they will never use, personally I have 

thousands of gold contacts and thousands of fitness cards from doing the bronze pack 

method (trading guide about BPM soon to be released). The same goes for chemistry styles, 

it is best to apply a chemistry style which best suits the player’s position. If possible snipe or 

buy a player with a good chemistry style already on them such as Hunter, Hawk, Anchor or 

Shadow. This will maximise the profit!  

It is also very important to have managers in your club which will boost the amount of 

contracts a player receives due to the +1/+2/+3 negotiation’s. This will save you coin in the 

long term!   

Just as an example before we get go into more detail about Tech Avion, if you are making 

4,000 coins per card and sell 20 cards per card, that 80,000 coin profit per day!! This is why 

the experts of this method have 40m+ coins!  

 

 

The Method  

Step one – Snipe or win players on bid during times when the market is at its lowest such as 

rewards, Sunday sell off from weekend league, promo packs or even Monday when pre 

order packs get released. If possible try and get ones with high amount of fitness and 
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contracts, it will save you time and a small amount of coins later on! Ones with good 

chemistry styles will also save you coins! 

Step Two – Add all your Tech Avion players in a squad, to make it easier to apply 99 fitness 

to all! Apply the contracts and chemistry styles! The chemistry styles to apply are position 

dependant and most can be won on bid for 200 coins like backbone etc.  

Step Three – List all the players you have bought for 1 hour, using the table below. I will 

explain the table made by one of the top French trader’s @BadGones269.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step Four – Keeping listing the players that don’t sell every hour, it might take a 5-10 listings 

but they will sell eventually.  

Step Five – Reinvest the profit you have made from the first group of players into buying 

more players the second time round and keep going until you are listing 20/30/40 players at 

once and have a rolling.  

 

The Players  

How much you paid 

for the player! 

The amount you add on extra for 

Tech Avion. Example purchase 

player for 30k, list for 35.5k. 
How much profit you will 

make once it sells! 
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Low Budget  

There is a mixture of the players you can use in Tech Avion, you can have a lower budget 

one which involves players such as Jesus, Vardy & Bellerin. Cheap players which have a good 

depend due to them playing well in game. These cheaper players have a different table 

which shows you have much to list them for and how much profit you will make. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The low budget table works the same as the first table discussed. In the first column you 

have how much you purchased the card for. Second column is how much extra you add 

onto the purchase price and the third column is how much profit you will make! 
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Medium Budget 

The second type of player you can use for Tech Avion is the more expensive, high rated 

players which are used in a lot of people’s weekend league team, meaning they will always 

has a demand. These are players such as Alabe, Reus, Zlatan and many more. See below a 

photo which displayers a good range of cards to use!      

             

 

High Budget          

There is also a third type of card which you can do Tech Avion with and that is special cards! 

These include Informs, TOTGS, Hero, Scream and OTW/PTG cards. This is the most profitable 

method but also the highest budget. The special cards which are best to use are the ones 
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which people use in their squads. 

   

 

It is the same with all three different budget methods, all the players won’t sell on the first 

time of listing. You have to keep listing until they sell but they will all sell to lazy buyers at 

some point!       

 

Warnings!  

With any trading methods there are negatives and possible risks involved! If you are in the 

middle of listing these cards and a big promo drops like TOTGS or TOTY then prices will fall 

leading to all player prices to decreasing as well which means you might not make any profit 

of those cards. This being the case I wouldn’t recommended when we get close to TOTY 

because the market is decreasing in value. If you are doing it close to TOTY then make sure 
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you sell your cards as quick as possible and wait until 6pm GMT for EA to make a possible 

announcement before buying more cards.  

Another point to note is that if you run out of contracts in your club, fitness cards or 

chemistry styles, then you will still make profit but it will be slightly reduced because you 

have to spend coins on the consumables.  

Don’t get greedy, don’t list players higher than the table above suggest because they might 

sell after listing them for several days but you could have taken that profit and reinvested a 

couple times over and made a greater amount of profit!  

If there are subscribers reading this who haven’t done Tech Avion before, I would 

recommend just starting out with smaller amounts with the lower budget Tech Avion until 

you build up enough coins or confidence to use higher budget cards! 

 

Experts in Tech Avion 

I am not an expert in Tech Avion, I have a very good understanding and have used it 

successfully in the past but there are people on twitter which their whole account is 

dedicated to Tech Avion. Many of them are French speaking but you can get a basic 

understanding and further your knowledge on the trading method. @Badones269 

@Dutsinho & @Romromman19 are just a couple examples, there are more out there! 

 

Thank you reading my trading guide on Tech Avion and once again thank you for subscribing 

to my on Ultimate Trader Club!!! Anyone and everyone can use this method to make bank 

and let me know how you get on with it in the future!!!!  

 


